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	This volume contains nineteen research papers belonging to the


	areas of computational statistics, data mining, and their applications. Those papers, all written specifically for this volume, are their authors’ contributions to honour and celebrate Professor Jacek Koronacki on the occcasion of his 70th birthday. The


	book’s related and often interconnected topics, represent Jacek Koronacki’s research interests and their evolution. They also clearly indicate how close the areas of computational statistics and data mining are.
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TI-Nspire For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2011


	TI-Nspire changes the way that teachers teach and students learn. This

	transformative device has just undergone a transformation of its own.

	The TI-Nspire CX features color on the handheld (which is definitely a gamechanger).

	The Touchpad control of TI-Nspire is another innovation that helps

	students to interact with the...
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St. James Encyclopedia of Popular CultureSt. James Press, 2000
Sometimes, when I’m wandering in an art museum looking at the relics of an ancient civilization, I find myself wondering how a future society would represent a defunct American culture. What objects would be chosen—or would survive—to be placed on display? Would I agree with a curator’s choices? Were I to choose the items...
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Microsoft Windows Media Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2003
Broadcast live events or stream content on demand with expertise from those  who know the technology best—the Microsoft Windows Media Team. This official  Resource Kit packs the technical insights and tools you need to capture,  encode, distribute, and play back digital video and audio using the Windows  Media 9 Series platform....
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BBQ Sauces, Rubs & Marinades For Dummies (Cooking)For Dummies, 2008
Think only master chefs can create the savory, succulent barbecue masterpieces you love to eat? Nonsense! BBQ Sauces, Rubs & Marinades For Dummies shows you everything you need to dig in, get your apron dirty, and start stirring up scrumptious sauces, magical marinades, and rubs to remember.
    Featuring 100 bold new recipes,...
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Breaking into Graphic Design: Tips from the Pros on Finding the Right Position for YouAllworth Press, 2005
• Interviews with dozens of design professionals reveal what they’re looking for
• Employment tips you didn’t learn in art schools

 Packed with information on every step of the job search from writing a cover letter to assembling a portfolio, Breaking into Graphic Design is the definitive book on creating...
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Solaris 9 for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Discover new security features and easier installation
Light up your system with a new resource manager, volume manager, and directory server     

In the dark about Solaris 9? Open this book and let the sun shine in! It’ll help you chart a course for StarOffice, explore CDE and GNOME desktops, and harness Solaris power to...
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